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BASIC PRINTING PROCESSES

fMaximum marks: 100] (Time: 3 Hours)

PART - A
[Maximum marks: 10]

(Answer all questions in one or two sentences, Each question carries 2 marks)

L (l). Name any two printed product.

(2). Meaning of the word 'Relief .

(3) Two advantages of gravure.

(4). Recall functions of infeed unit.

(5). Write down any two types stencils used. (5 x 2: 10)

PART _ B

fMaximum marks: 30]
(Answer anyfive of the following questions, Each question carries six marks)

tr. (1). State the functions of pre press section.

(2). Explain about the application of screen printing.

(3). Role of budget in selecting a printing process.

( ). Write down the registration mechanisms in printing machine.

(5). Distinguish between sheetfed and web offset machine.

(6). Explain in detail about the hand stretching technique of screen fabric.

(7). Detail on contact printing. (5 x 6:30)

PART _ C

[Maximum marks: 60]
(Answer one question from each unit. Each question carries 15 marks)

TINIT _I

III. Explain the functions of various sections in a printing firm.
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IV. Briefly narrate the history of printing. (15)

I]MT-II

V. Explain basic principles of :-

(i). Reliefprinting. (ii). Planography. (iii). Intaglio. (5 x 3 = 15)

OR

\aI. Write a short note on advantages and limitations of :-

(i) Offset. (ii). Letterpress. (iii). Screen printing. (5 x 3 : 15)

UNIT-III

VII. Draw the diagram ofoffset printing unit and explain. (15)

VIU. Draw the diagram of flexographic pnnting unit and explain. (15)

TJNIT-IV

D(. Name any five screen printing substrates, its advantage limitations and applications. (15)

OR

X. Describe in detail about the selection criteria of squeegee. (t s)

OR
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